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Foreword

British business has changed over the
last decade. Through Stonewall’s Diversity
Champions programme, which engages
325 major British employers, we have
helped demonstrate that the work many
organisations now put into equality and
diversity isn’t just about fair treatment, it’s
about establishing competitive advantage
both in labour and consumer markets.
Yet many organisations are still failing to
reap the rewards. This welcome report
explains why.
The research shows that focusing on equality
and diversity can have all too little effect on
organisational outcomes unless these issues
are embedded strategically. What’s more,
while most diversity policies are designed
to bear fruit in the long term many executives
lose commitment – quite understandably –
if they don’t see early results. The report
shows the importance of proving that good
diversity practice can make an immediate,
tangible difference helping an organisation
change for good.
‘Reframing Diversity’ challenges us all. It is
particularly aimed at those at the top of

organisations – executives and board
members – and at the professionals who
they have charged with designing and
implementing diversity policy.
The authors demonstrate clearly how
executives and diversity professionals can
work better together. By talking in depth to
both these groups, the Diversity Professionals’
Forum has built up a convincing picture of a
relationship which is often badly designed at
best, and sometimes seriously dysfunctional.
Their recommendations for change are
realistic and workable.
Many organisations find diversity difficult.
This report should help make it easier.

Ben Summerskill is Chief Executive of
Stonewall and a Commissioner on the
Equality and Human Rights Commission
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Reframing Diversity

1. Introduction: Forming a new
strategic relationship
A wide range of literature and good practice
guides recommend that equality and diversity
programmes should be aligned with
achieving an organisation’s core strategic
objectives. They argue that not only is this
alignment critical to achieving equality and
diversity goals, but that this also enables
organisations to benefit from the business
opportunities diversity offers.1
Our research provides hard evidence of why
many organisations in the UK are failing to
achieve this alignment and why this failure
may be preventing equality and diversity
becoming more effectively established in the
workplace. We offer recommendations for
ensuring that diversity can be positioned
strategically and sustain its objectives in the
long term whilst contributing to the
achievement of core organisational strategic
objectives. Our recommendations focus on
the role of executive leaders, their senior
diversity advisers, the relationships between
them and the strategic diversity implementation
models they use.
1.1 Background
In 2006, we invited a group of senior diversity
professionals to meet to discuss how further
progress could be made in achieving equality
and diversity in the workplace. We debated
why inequalities persist, over thirty years after
the introduction of the first anti-discrimination
legislation in the UK, and at least two decades
after organisations began investing in equality
programmes.
Most worryingly, some of us remembered
debating similar issues ten years ago. We
recalled how, in the mid 1990s it was asserted

that if barriers to achieving equality were to be
overcome, then equality and diversity
responsibilities needed to move out of Human
Resources departments and be aligned with
the achievement of core strategic objectives.
Indeed, the purpose of many of the senior
diversity professionals in this discussion, some
of whom were based in HR, was to enable
diversity to contribute to the achievement of
their organisation’s strategic objectives.
However, the professionals explained that they
continued to face a number of different
challenges in achieving this. We discussed
why many organisations today were facing
similar barriers in achieving greater diversity to
those faced ten years ago. With this question,
the Diversity Professionals’ Forum was born
and this study was launched.2
1.2 Aims and scope
Members of the Diversity Professionals’
Forum – some of the most senior people that
are working to improve equality and diversity
in the UK workplace on a daily basis – have
contributed to designing the aims and scope
of this study. Collectively, we sought to
answer three questions:
• What are the potential benefits of making
a strategic impact with diversity and the
consequences of failing to achieve this?
• What conditions are required to achieve
a strategic impact with diversity in UK
organisations?
• What is blocking organisational progress
in making a strategic impact with diversity?
This study has examined the broad diversity
agenda. That is, it has included organisations’
efforts to achieve equality in the individual
‘strands’ of race, religion/belief, disability, age,
sexual orientation and gender and work
5
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towards a more diverse and inclusive
workforce overall. It did not seek to analyse
any differences in approaches to achieving
objectives on each of those individual equality
strands. Instead, it sought overall results and
conclusions that could be applied to individual
strand as well as overall diversity objectives.
This study has also focused on the practices
of large public, private and not-for-profit
sector organisations. A total of 34 senior
diversity professionals and 16 Board level
executives from 34 different organisations
were interviewed in this study.3
1.3 Findings
Our results strongly endorse past assertions
that alignment between an organisation’s
strategic objectives and diversity is critical for
achieving long-term diversity goals. They
suggest that executive support for investment
in diversity is highly unlikely to be sustained in
the long term, unless a demonstrable return
on this investment is made.
They also suggest that the level of executive
engagement in diversity that is required to
successfully achieve its objectives is unlikely
to be sustained, unless executives can see
an early contribution from diversity to the
achievement of the organisation’s strategic
objectives. That is, executives are not usually
motivated by the legal or ethical imperative
sufficiently to adopt the strong leadership
position on diversity that this work needs in
order to truly succeed.4
However, our research has also identified a
number of barriers that currently exist to
achieving the strategic alignment of diversity
and the engagement of executives as leaders
of diversity.
Organisations typically adopt a ‘linear’
approach to achieving greater diversity. They
aim firstly to overcome inequalities and then to

create greater diversity before eventually
seeking to build on the benefits of diversity in
contributing to the achievement of an
organisation’s core strategic objectives. Such
an approach, our research suggests, runs the
risk of failing to engage executive leaders at
the level required to achieve diversity
objectives and failing to maintain their
engagement in the long term. This can
potentially lead to the erosion or even
dismantling of diversity programmes.
There is growing debate around measuring
the impact of diversity programmes.
Methodologies that measure both workforce
diversity and the impact of diversity on an
organisation’s strategic objectives are now
emerging. However, our study supports other
research findings showing that their take-up
is limited. Clear evidence of the contribution
diversity makes to achieving an organisation’s
core objectives is, this research suggests,
essential if longer term equality and diversity
goals are to be attained and sustained.
Overcoming barriers to achieving equality
and diversity will not be achieved by
mechanistic changes alone. Our research
has for the first time focused on the
characteristics of executive leaders of
organisations in the UK, their senior diversity
advisers, and the relationship between them.
We find that senior diversity professionals with
a range of specific characteristics are more
likely to effectively align diversity with the
achievement of the strategic objectives of their
organisation. However, even when a senior
diversity professional possesses these
characteristics, our research suggests that the
strategic alignment of diversity is still unlikely to
happen unless a stronger partnership is
established with executive leaders.
Organisational leaders too, we conclude, can
acquire specific characteristics that improve their

6
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capacity to lead diversity effort within their
organisation and draw strategic benefits from
their diversity programmes. These characteristics
are more evolved than those previously
associated with ‘diversity champions’.
Within this research we have found that
‘diversity champions’ can be defined as
executives that support diversity and are
ambassadors for it. They help to facilitate the
achievement of the organisation’s diversity
objectives but do not generally work to gain
strategic benefit from diversity. Conversely,
we define ‘executive diversity leaders’ as
highly responsible and accountable for
specifically seeking out and facilitating the
achievement of strategic gains from diversity
in their organisation.
1.4 Recommendations
Based on these results, this research seeks to
contribute to achieving equality and greater
diversity in the workplace by recommending a
number of specific changes.
• We recommend a management model
of diversity that seeks to achieve a
strategic contribution to the organisation
from the programme’s outset.
• We call for measurement to become
an essential component in the design
of all diversity programmes. This means
measuring the impact of actions taken
on diversity both in achieving greater
workforce diversity and in contributing to
the achievement of core organisational
objectives.
• We highlight the need to clarify an
appropriate range of professional

characteristics and development routes
that will grow the capability of senior
diversity professionals to position
diversity strategically within their
organisation and achieve their objectives
in the long term.
• We offer a definition of the executive
diversity leader that distinguishes them
from being a diversity champion. This
definition also identifies their role in ensuring
diversity objectives are achieved and that
diversity contributes to realising the strategic
objectives of the organisation.
• Finally, we suggest a framework to clearly
establish roles and relationships between
senior diversity professionals and executive
diversity leaders that we believe will best
serve in achieving the organisation’s strategic
and diversity objectives.
We believe these results and our
recommendations are critical reading for
diversity professionals and organisations
involved with recruiting and developing them.
We urge executive leaders of all organisations
to review the positioning of and approach to
diversity alongside their individual role in
leading diversity, in light of our findings.
We also encourage the Equality and Human
Rights Commission, government-level policy
makers, trade unions, international and
professional bodies and other organisations
concerned with promoting equality in the
workplace to respond to these findings and
consider the implications they present to
achieving their equality and diversity
objectives.

7
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2. Background and rationale
The diversity of the workforce in the UK is
growing. In 2010, the number of young
people reaching working age will begin to
fall by 60,000 a year and over the following
decade the UK will need 2.1 million new
entrants to the workforce. It seems likely that
most people will therefore need to retire later
and that there will be a major increase in the
number of adults who re-enter the workforce.
So we will see more older people and more
mothers in the labour market, and recent
migrants will make up a greater proportion
of the workforce.5 6
These changes – and many others – mean
that greater equality and diversity in the
workplace has never been more important.
Over the past ten years some progress has
been made in increasing workplace diversity
and equality.7 Many employers have taken
specific action to achieve these improvements,
demonstrated by, for example, the numerous
good practice case studies published by the
employer membership organisations on race,
gender, disability, age, religion/belief and
sexual orientation.8 However, despite
improvements and specific action being
taken by many employers to achieve greater
workforce diversity and equality, overall
significant inequalities remain in the
workplace and the labour market:
• Whilst the overall employment rate is
over 75% in the UK, ethnic minorities have
consistently experienced a lower employment
rate (60%) over the last twenty years.9
• Muslims have the lowest employment
rates of all religious groups.10
• Only 2.4% of Directors in FTSE 100
companies are from ethnic minorities
and only 10% are women.11 12
• The gender pay gap continues at 17%
for full-time workers and 38% for part-time
workers.13
• 13% of the national workforce have

witnessed homophobic bullying at work.
A further 4% have witnessed physical
anti-gay bullying at work.14
• Disabled employees’ average gross hourly
earnings are 10% less than those of
employees who are not disabled.15
• More than a quarter of British workers believe
their boss would be unlikely to help them
keep their job if they became disabled.16
• 27% of 16 to 24 year olds feel age works
against them when getting a job, compared
with 15% of 35 to 44 year olds.17
Why is it that over 30 years after the
introduction of the first anti-discrimination
employment legislation, such significant
inequalities in the workplace persist?
One answer lies in the approach many
organisations take to achieving their equality
objectives. More than a decade ago it was
argued that organisations were facing severe
challenges in their ability to spread awareness
and ownership of equality issues throughout
the organisation, and that this was stopping
them achieving the greater equality that they
were seeking:
“... if ownership is to be spread wider,
there is a need for equality to be
mainstreamed and integrated with the
core strategies that guide organisations.”18
The history of diversity
By the mid-1990s, the limitations of what
was then called ‘equal opportunities’ were
becoming clear:
• Equality objectives were not being
linked to commercial objectives
The impetus for equality programmes tended
to be related to the moral and social rights
of individuals and equality was therefore seen
as an issue of business ethics, rather than
one of business efficiency. Few organisations
were found to be linking equality issues with

8
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their business objectives. Consequently,
it was found that there was no attempt to
understand how inequalities might impact
on business performance.19
• Equality was seen as the concern of
the human resources function
Positioned within the human resources
function, there was little attempt to align
the objectives of equality with business
goals and it was unlikely to become an
integral part of organisational life.20
When the new ‘diversity’ approach began to
be taken up by organisations in the UK, its
advantages over ‘equal opportunities’ were
obvious. It recognised the complexity of each
individual’s identity, and it helped link the
diversity of employees, customers and other
stakeholders with an emphasis on achieving
core organisational goals.21
At the same time, it was increasingly argued
that there was a clear business case for
building on the diversity of organisations.
This argument gained momentum.
The business case argues that greater
equality and diversity helps organisations:
• attract the best employees;
• improve employee morale, commitment
and satisfaction;
• improve quality and increase productivity;
• facilitate organisational flexibility;
• improve innovation;
• increase customer, shareholder and other
stakeholder satisfaction;
• reduce turnover costs;
• lower absence levels;
• avoid costly litigation that can also damage
reputation.
The traditional ‘business case’ argument
has been an important motivating factor for
many organisations to take equality and

diversity action and integrate diversity with
their core business processes.22 Some
published case studies show how
organisations including diversity in their
strategic planning process have benefited
from cost savings or increased sales while
improving their performance on equality
and diversity.23
However, the major limitation of the ‘business
case’ argument is that it has remained a
largely theoretical argument. Several authors
and organisations have made the link between
greater equality and improved organisational
performance, and a small number of
methodologies have attempted to quantify
the contribution diversity makes to business
improvement, but few organisations appear
to use any quantifiable methodologies.24 25
Consequently, it has been argued that
evidence of the business case for diversity
has remained largely anecdotal and limited
to case studies.26
More than ten years after calls for effective
links to be made between diversity and the
achievement of strategic objectives, published
examples of organisations making a strategic
impact with diversity remain rare. In the current
decade there have been several similar calls
made by practitioners, researchers and
analysts for diversity to be positioned
strategically if it is to achieve its objectives:
“Companies need to assess the impact
of diversity on both the workforce and
on consumer markets and determine
what challenges and opportunities
diversity presents.”27
“Until they (diversity professionals)
expand their outlook to include supporting
the strategic purpose of the organisation
there will be the perception that
management should just see this as a
good thing or the right thing to do.”28
9
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Our research was commissioned by eleven
senior diversity professionals in the UK. They
are in no doubt, that when organisations use
diversity at a strategic level, it helps them
achieve not only their diversity objectives but
also core organisational objectives. However,

each of them continues to face challenges as
they work to achieve this. This study investigates
some of the factors that lie behind these
challenges and seeks to offer suggestions for
change that will help overcome them.

10
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3. Findings Part 1:
Focusing on early results
We present the findings of our study in two
parts. Part 1 focuses on the models we
found senior diversity professionals use to
help achieve their organisation’s diversity
objectives and to make a strategic impact
with diversity. Part 2 focuses on the
characteristics of and relationships between
the two key actors involved in implementing
the models – the senior diversity
professionals and their executive leaders.
3.1 The long term, linear approach to
improving diversity creates problems
For most organisations, creating greater
diversity at all levels and in all areas of the
organisation is a long-term goal. Whilst
progress may be made in recruiting a more
diverse workforce relatively quickly – for
example, at the graduate level – progression
inevitably takes far longer. Along this journey
most organisations also have to overcome a
number of barriers. For example, they need
to create a culture that understands and
values diversity, and an organisational
environment that encourages and enables
talented individuals to remain in the
organisation and reach their full potential,
perhaps through measures like the
introduction of flexible working and disabilityrelated reasonable adjustments. Such deep
culture change is not achievable overnight
and can take many years.
However, our research suggests that the very
nature of the long-term horizon for achieving
greater diversity can, in itself, be a barrier
to achieving equality and diversity objectives.
This is because it appears to be difficult to
engage executive-level support for such a
long-term objective and then to sustain that
support.
“It would be easier if you could see
definitively that something good or bad

is going to happen instead of just an
ongoing initiative. For example – the oil
reserves WILL run out – but people are
less convinced that able-bodied white
male reserves will run out.” (An executive
in professional services)
“The problem is maintaining momentum
and interest in diversity... When there’s
not sufficient progress for people to
see, the danger is they just forget about
it.” (A senior diversity professional in
professional services)
“The problem is that diversity is a longterm game and ours is a short-term
organisation – so they don’t believe it is
working.” (A senior diversity professional
in financial services)
“Executives lose their way because it
takes too long to make things happen.”
(An executive in professional services)
“The risk is that people become
‘diversity weary’.” (An executive in
professional services)
Our research indicates that unless diversity is
strategically aligned with the achievement of
an organisation’s core objectives from the
outset and its contribution can be clearly
demonstrated early on, executive-level
support for diversity may be lost.
Indeed, 10 of the 34 senior diversity
professionals interviewed referred to
organisational change as a threat to the
continuation of their diversity efforts. They all
described a business case for diversity in
their organisation but none had successfully
aligned diversity with their core organisational
objectives in practice so that the contribution
of diversity could be identified. Five of these
10 professionals felt that if their executive
champion – which in some cases was their
11
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CEO – left the organisation, then support for
diversity would leave with them.
However, in one organisation where the senior
diversity professional described how it had
succeeded in positioning diversity strategically
and demonstrating its positive contribution,
the professional also felt that there was no
organisational change that could threaten
diversity:
“You can’t go back on the benefits of
diversity ... We have a fully-developed
diversity strategy that is aligned with
the business and focuses on markets.
It ultimately supports and enhances the
achievement of our business goals.”
(A senior diversity professional in
financial services)
3.1.1 Moving away from the ‘business
case’ towards making a strategic
contribution with diversity as a
‘business opportunity’
It is important to distinguish between making
a business case for diversity and establishing
the strategic contribution of diversity to an
organisation. We view the business case as
it is currently being used in the UK as a
device for initiating action on diversity. To us,
it is a largely theoretical motivation outlining
the organisational benefits that might then
ensue. Defining the strategic contribution
that greater diversity makes to an organisation
is different. We describe this as ‘the
identifiable and measurable results of
diversity action that have directly supported
an organisation’s efforts to achieve their
stated core objectives.’
All of the 34 senior diversity advisers we
interviewed could describe the business case
for diversity in their organisation. These
business case arguments referred to diversity
as being critical to:

• delivering the core service of the organisation;
• meeting customer or client needs and
expectations;
• building new markets or expanding existing
ones;
• gaining core funding;
• meeting legal obligations;
• authenticating the organisational
brand image;
• recruiting and retaining talent; and
• promoting creativity and innovation.
“Our business is understanding other
cultures – diversity is walking the talk.”
(A senior diversity professional in public
service delivery)
“It’s essential to our organisation.
It’s what we do – overcome social
exclusion.” (A senior diversity
professional in public service delivery)
“We exist to serve our customers;
diversity helps us to do that better. If
we get diversity right, we will be able
to offer something for everyone.” (A
senior diversity professional in public
service delivery)
“We were losing customers to our
competitor in London, which is a diverse
market. We needed to think what we
could do to win them back.” (A senior
diversity professional in private service
delivery)
“In order to raise and attract new
funding we need to compete with other
charities and we will not succeed unless
money comes from all sectors of society
and unless people are included from
all backgrounds.” (A senior diversity
professional in not-for-profit service delivery)
For many of the senior diversity advisers we
interviewed the ‘business case’ argument

12
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had been critical in gaining the interest and
support of one or more of their executivelevel leaders. However, few of these advisers
could provide practical evidence or examples
of the contribution being made by their
diversity programme to achieving core
organisational objectives.
This is a common problem. Research has
shown that little evidence has been provided
by organisations showing the positive impact
of diversity on financial success.29 Indeed,
in an attempt to overcome this gap a US
study sought the engagement of – and data
from – a number of large organisations with
a strong reputation for good diversity
practices. The study found that none of the
organisations they contacted had ever
conducted a systematic analysis of the
impact of their diversity programmes on
bottom-line performance measures.
Moreover, few were interested in doing so.
They also found that it was impossible to
use a single methodology to undertake this
analysis across a range of organisations as
each had their specific ways of collecting
and storing human resource data.30
Notably, just two of the 34 diversity
professionals we interviewed described how
their organisations have already successfully
aligned their diversity approach with their core
strategy. They explained that because of this
alignment a business case was no longer
necessary. In both organisations, the positioning
of diversity to support the achievement of the
organisational objectives had helped secure
overall board level engagement and support.
“Diversity has been integrated into
the business for so long that there is
no longer a need to talk about why it
is important. We spend more time
talking about the challenges of achieving
it ... There are so many changes taking
place on the customer and employment

agendas that the business truly
appreciates the importance of diversity
because the E&D team can demonstrate
how they can help achieve overall
business objectives.” (A senior diversity
professional in private financial services)
“The definition of diversity here is
a strategic statement that is brand
aligned – this means there is no need
for a business case.” (A senior diversity
professional in private financial services)
In only three organisations of the 34 involved
in our study – two of which are in the
financial services sector – the senior diversity
advisers were able to demonstrate how the
diversity programme had directly contributed
to attracting customers. In one case diversity
actions had helped to increase the number
of ethnic minority customers and in another
case the number of female customers. In
another private service delivery organisation,
both the senior diversity adviser and their
executive leader explained how the
recruitment drive for women and ethnic
minorities into traditionally white male roles
was aimed at closing an industry-wide skills
gap. This was described as being directly
linked with goals to increase company
profits, as it would facilitate the organisation’s
strategy for growth. So important was this
strategy to the organisation that each of the
Board members had 5% of their bonus
linked to the organisation achieving their
diversity objectives.31
But not all organisations can tell such good
stories. Many organisations typically focus
their investment and efforts in removing
barriers to equality and growing diversity in
their organisation or industry in the first three
to five years of their diversity programme.
However, for any other strategy, an
organisation would expect to see business or
organisational impact well within this timescale
13
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Among our study organisations, two had no
diversity strategy. Whilst they had an action
plan, this did not consider opportunities
for diversity to make an explicit strategic
contribution to their organisations.
The majority of the diversity strategies we
saw during our study concentrated on
building greater diversity in the organisation.
Beyond this, they tended to aim to embed
diversity into core organisational processes
whilst sharing wider responsibility and
accountability for achieving diversity
objectives through management layers.
However, only five explicitly referred to
diversity making a strategic contribution to
the organisation or industry. For example,
one strategic diversity priority in a financial
services organisation we interviewed is to
“… increase brand reputation and market
share in the following communities:
Asian, Polish, LGB, through targeted
products, services, training, marketing
and sponsorship.”
Based on the results of this research, we argue
that waiting five or more years before an
organisation begins to see evidence of the
strategic contribution that greater diversity can
make is too long. It runs the risk of losing the
critical executive diversity leadership and
commitment that is required to achieve equality
and diversity objectives in the long term.

In order to better maintain this commitment
we suggest that diversity professionals adopt
a circular rather than linear implementation
model. That is, instead of developing a linear
strategy that seeks to tackle inequality then
create greater diversity and build on its
benefits to support core organisational
objectives, early strategic contributions with a
clearly demonstrable impact are built into the
action programme from the very beginning.
This approach should also help to focus
the ‘business case’ for diversity on areas
that are of direct strategic significance to the
organisation. It will also demonstrate how
the ‘business case’ is likely to transform over
time into a discussion around business
opportunities – as the needs of the organisation
change and its diversity capability increases.
We acknowledge that not all actions and
changes that are required to achieve equality
objectives will make a direct strategic
contribution to an organisation. However, we
argue that by ensuring that an overall diversity
programme has early and tangible strategic
benefit to an organisation, investment is more
likely to be secured and sustained in other
activities that make less of a direct strategic
contribution but remain important.

14
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4. Findings Part 2: Working together?
Diversity professionals and executives
Part 1 of our study’s results have highlighted
the importance of making a strategic impact
with diversity early on in a programme in
order to gain and sustain both commitment
and the investment required to achieve
long-term diversity goals. In Part 2 we now
turn to examining how the capability of the
senior diversity professionals and executives
we interviewed helps to achieve this strategic
impact in practice.
In investigating the capability of senior diversity
professionals and executives for making a
strategic impact with diversity we have looked
at the roles each plays in achieving this, the
skills they describe that they use and how
they work together on this agenda.
4.1 How can senior diversity
professionals make a strategic impact?
We have not, in our study, undertaken a
rigorous or comprehensive evaluation of the
skills possessed by senior diversity
professionals. We have simply included this
as one of a number of factors to be

considered in understanding how a strategic
impact with diversity can be better achieved
in practice. We therefore intend our findings
as a contribution to the wider body of work
being undertaken on diversity professionals’
skills and competencies.32
Of the 34 senior diversity professionals
interviewed, 28 had previously worked in a
core organisational role. Some had a
background as line managers and others in
professional disciplines such as finance and
accounting, marketing, IT, or law. Only six
had HR backgrounds. Therefore, the majority
of our senior diversity professionals bring a
broad mix of knowledge and experience
drawn from commercial, industry, business
and management roles.
Table 1 below shows how these skills and
attributes were identified by the senior
diversity professionals as critical to their role.
Each took diversity knowledge and expertise
as a given. Instead they focused on the skills
they needed to put their diversity knowledge
to effective use.

TABLE 1: Critical skills and attributes referred to by senior diversity professionals
Skill/attribute
Influencing/communication
Understanding of core business/
commercial/industry knowledge
Advising/coaching/consulting
High self awareness/emotional intelligence
Passionate about diversity
Creativity
Self-directed working
Change management
Project management
People management

Number of senior diversity professionals
referring to the skill/attribute
34 (100%)
14 (41%)
12 (35%)
5 (15%)
5 (15%)
4 (12%)
3 (9%)
2 (6%)
2 (6%)
2 (6%)
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Notably, the skills and attributes most commonly
referred to by senior diversity professionals
included influencing and communication,
understanding the core business of their
organisation and commercial knowledge, and
coaching and facilitating skills.
Interestingly the top two skills rated as
important by the senior diversity professionals
we interviewed are in line with the views of the
executives we interviewed. Eleven among all
16 executives (69%) we interviewed described
business/industry or commercial
understanding as critical for senior diversity
professionals to have if they are to be
successful in making a strategic impact with
diversity. Next, eight executives (50%) rated
communication and influencing skills as
particularly important in enabling diversity
professionals to make a strategic impact.
“You need to convey a clear vision
of what the future benefits are in the
context of what these people are doing
on a day-to-day basis. It is essential
to be close to the culture in which you
are working.” (An executive in private
professional services)
“They need to understand the business
and the dynamics and how to influence
people. They need to understand the
culture and the climate. The business
and senior people need to feel they
understand the commercial business
and can interpret what they’re doing
and not feel they are policy people. It’s
always good to have practical business
experience, then you can talk from
experience in a commercial way.” (An
executive in private financial services)
“Numbers work – short-term or longterm. We don’t readily respond to
things because they are morally right.
Although integrity is a key value of the

firm, it’s more about what is the financial
perspective or impact. Only the Board
can influence the whole organisation.” (An
executive in private professional services)
“Profit and growth – focused on
growing market share is what people
are interested in. And a competitive
advantage.” (An executive in private
professional services)
Whilst almost all of the executives we
interviewed felt that it was important for senior
diversity professionals to have industry,
business or commercial knowledge to enable
them to make a strategic impact with diversity,
less than half of the senior diversity
professionals we interviewed identified this as
critical or an attribute that they possessed.
Notably, each of the 14 senior diversity
professionals who identified industry, business
or commercial knowledge as an important
attribute of theirs, also described how they
had already or were currently working with
other senior organisational leaders and
executives to use diversity to make a strategic
impact. Examples of areas included:
• access to new markets;
• winning customers or clients from
competitors;
• authenticating the organisational brand;
• achieving competitive advantage;
• better understanding and meeting the
needs of clients;
• winning business or attracting new clients.
Our study highlights the importance of
identifying the range of skills and attributes
senior diversity professionals need to be
effective in their roles. This may not, we believe,
always be what they think they need. Whilst
we have not undertaken a comprehensive skills
evaluation, our study does suggest that –
amongst other skills – industry, business or
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commercial understanding is critical to enable
senior diversity professionals to direct their
organisation to achieving an early strategic
impact with diversity.
However, as the next section explores, these
professionals also require executives who can
make the right strategic impact at Board level.
4.2 How can executives make a strategic
impact?
Part 1 of our study has highlighted the
importance of executives in enabling the
long-term commitment to and investment in
diversity. It has pointed out that they are likely
to be more strongly motivated to make this
commitment and investment when strategic
gains from diversity are apparent. However,
our study has also investigated the role of the
executives we interviewed in positioning
diversity strategically and enabling strategic
gains to be made from it in practice.
We found two broad types of executives in
our sample:
• The first type of executive can be described
most simply as a support for the senior
diversity professional, their link to the Board
and sometimes a helpful influence over their
colleagues on the Board, to also support the
diversity effort. They do not generally seek to
make a strategic impact with diversity. Their
key role is to support the senior diversity
professional in achieving the organisation’s
diversity objectives. We call this first type
of executive the ‘executive diversity
champion’.
• The second type of executive see
themselves as proactively leading diversity
in their organisation and ensuring that the
organisation can draw strategic benefit from
it. They use the expert knowledge of the
senior diversity professional to help them
achieve this. We call this second type of
executive the ‘executive diversity leader’.

4.2.1 The ‘executive diversity champion’
Amongst the 16 executives we interviewed, we
identified nine as ‘diversity champions’. Each of
them saw their senior diversity professionals as
experts in the driving seat, leading the
organisation’s diversity programme. Six of
these nine executives were the sole Board
member with specific responsibility for diversity.
These ‘diversity champions’ clearly saw
themselves as supporting the senior diversity
professional in their efforts to implement the
diversity strategy. They saw their ability to help
in speaking to and seeking to influence, to a
degree, their Board colleagues on behalf of the
senior diversity professional. They also helped
by, for example, chairing diversity related
meetings, councils or working groups.
“I need to be her visible champion
for diversity and ensure she is OK....
She’s seen as the implementer and she
needs help to present to and influence
the Board.” (An executive in private
professional services)
“x is the diversity expert – my role is
to create a supportive environment
for diversity to grow.” (An executive
in private financial services)
What appears to be missing from this
‘executive diversity champion’ role is the
comprehensive executive-level engagement
in seeking out and realising opportunities
to make a strategic impact with diversity.
Conversely, the role appears to be focused
on supporting the implementation of the
organisation’s diversity strategy and goals.
The ‘diversity champion’ role and term is now
quite widely accepted in the UK. Indeed,
Race for Opportunity published a role profile,
activities and person specification and
characteristics of a ‘race champion’, based
on their activities as reported by some of
their member organisations.33 34 Notably, the
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only reference that touches on achieving a
strategic impact with – in this case – race
diversity, is the role profile of ‘promoting the
business benefits of race for both employees
and customers’.
The ‘race champion’ role, according to the
profiles and characteristics referred to by Race
for Opportunity, appear to be directed at
supporting the achievement of race objectives
rather than also seeking opportunities to make
a strategic impact with diversity.
Similarly, the Opportunity Now review of the
roles and characteristics of the ‘gender
champions’ within some of their member
organisations led them to recommend a
number of steps for new ‘champions’ to take
in developing the role.35 36 One such step is
to develop a business case for gender
equality work. However, there is no reference
to the need for the ‘gender champion’ to
actively seek out opportunities to make a
strategic impact with gender equality work.
We endorse the need for and importance of
‘champions’ as executive level supporters
and ambassadors to help achieve diversity
goals. However, our research suggests that
this ‘champion’ role alone is likely to be
insufficient in the drive to make an
organisation-wide strategic impact with
diversity and thereby create the conditions
for long term executive commitment to and
investment in realising diversity goals.
4.2.2 The ‘executive diversity leader’
In contrast to the ‘diversity champion’
approach was the ‘executive diversity leaders’.
We found seven examples of ‘executive
diversity leaders’ amongst those we
interviewed. Whilst the ‘diversity champions’
supported their senior diversity professionals at
Board level, our seven ‘executive diversity
leaders’ saw themselves as being in the
driving seat but supported by the diversity

expertise of their senior diversity professionals
in realising strategic gains from diversity.
“At the executive level we see diversity
fundamentally in strategic terms – it’s
a key component of the brand. We
provide a mass market consumer service
organisation that has to effectively please
all categories for the consumer base.
From the customer perspective there
are significant implications for a diverse
employee base serving the customers...”
(An executive in service delivery)
“I am the leader and role model on
diversity. I drive things through at a
strategic level. I engage the top team
and demand accountability from them.”
(An executive in public service delivery)
Indeed, one executive felt that, as his own
knowledge around diversity improved, there
might not be the need for a separate head of
diversity:
“Previously the diversity head had been a
lone voice. Now we are embedding it so
it is less dependent on her. We may not
need a head of diversity in the future – she
doesn’t have much visibility with the Board.”
(An executive in private service delivery)
Each of these seven executives described
how their organisation had gained a positive
strategic impact from diversity – or were
actively working to achieve this.
We should point out that whilst each of
these seven executives was a ‘diversity leader’,
only three described their colleagues on the
Board as also being strong diversity leaders.
That is, it was only in three of these seven
organisations that each Board executive had
specific responsibility for using their role as an
organisational leader to draw strategic benefit
from diversity.
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4.3 Executive ‘champions’ and ‘leaders’
Our research indicates that executives are
currently taking different approaches to
diversity. Some support their senior diversity
professional to achieve organisational wide
diversity objectives. Others use their senior
diversity professional proactively to drive their
organisation in making the changes needed
to realise strategic gains from diversity.
We argue that there is a need for both
‘diversity champions’ and ‘executive diversity
leaders’. We believe that the essential
attribute of the ‘executive diversity leader’ is
their business-led motivation to engage in
diversity and to draw strategic gains from it.
As Part 1 of our findings has highlighted,
early strategic gains appear critical to
achieving longer-term diversity objectives.
But such a strategic focus appears to be
somewhat lacking from the current ‘diversity
champion’ model. Nonetheless, this model
still has several important benefits:
• it can help to develop executives’
understanding of the equality and
diversity issues in their organisations;
• it helps to grow a range of senior diversity
ambassadors in an organisation, rather than
relying on one senior diversity professional
or a single executive diversity leader;
• the patronage of a ‘diversity champion’
can often be critical to help facilitate the
changes required to achieve diversity goals.
Overall, to realise greater diversity in the UK
workplace, our study suggests that more
‘executive diversity leaders’ are needed.
To achieve this, more work is required to
identify the attributes of the ‘executive
diversity leader’, what they can achieve for
their organisation and how they can grow.
As the next section explores, the dynamic
between executives and diversity professionals
is crucial, but nevertheless it is often hard to
get this relationship right.

4.4 A dysfunctional relationship
In analysing the roles and skills of the senior
diversity professionals and executives in
achieving diversity objectives and strategic
gains from diversity, we have found clear
evidence of the importance of the
relationships between these two actors.
However, our study highlights that there
currently appears to be a dysfunctional
relationship between some executive leaders
and their senior diversity advisers. Our
research suggests that this is not only working
against the achievement of diversity objectives
but may also be limiting the potential for
diversity to make a positive contribution to
achieving core strategic objectives.
This research has shown a number of areas
where there is a mismatch between
executives and their senior diversity advisers:
• Certain ‘business case’ arguments are
of little or no interest to some of the
executives interviewed.
• There is some evidence of a lack of shared
understanding between executives and
their senior diversity advisers as to what
constitutes making a strategic impact
with diversity.
• While the professionals often view
themselves as strategic influencers, some
executives view them as diversity experts
and implementers.
• The roles and responsibilities senior
diversity advisers seek from their executive
leaders are not always forthcoming.
4.4.1 Disagreement about the ‘business
case’
The executives interviewed most commonly
cited the need to attract and retain a diverse
workforce as the key business driver for
diversity
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Eight of the executives interviewed explained
how talent was critical to their organisation
achieving its core objectives, such as growth
or maintaining their market position. Nine
executives also referred to the link between a
diverse workforce and their organisation’s
ability to attract, retain or forge out new client
or customer markets.

Notably, the executives did not appear to be
greatly motivated by the legal imperative for
diversity – just three referred to this as a
reason they support diversity. Yet, in a recent
survey of 285 people in the UK who have
responsibility for diversity, ‘legal pressure’
was the most important motivator for
managing diversity.37

Among the 16 organisations where both the
executive and senior diversity professional
were interviewed, a mismatch in understanding
of the key business drivers for diversity
sometimes arose. For example, two diversity
professionals felt that developing an
organisational culture that created respect for
the individual was a part of the ‘business
case’ argument for diversity. In contrast, their
executives did not refer to this culture change
in their responses and so probably do not see
themselves as agents of such change.
Elsewhere, the professional believed diversity
added authenticity to the organisation’s brand
image, but this was not referred to by their
executive as an important business driver.
Legal requirements were likewise cited by two
diversity professionals but not seen as an
important driver for their executives.

It is also interesting that none of our interviewees
referred to the benefits of cost savings (for
example, through greater retention, lower
absence, tribunal costs and so on) as a
business driver for diversity in their organisations.

Strikingly, the moment when executives see
how diversity might help them achieve core
objectives is generally the moment they are
convinced about the need to develop it in
their organisation. This is because they can
see and clearly articulate their belief in the
direct relationship between growing greater
employee diversity and achieving strategic
goals. However, other ‘business case’
arguments, which are often referred to in the
literature and were cited by some senior
diversity professionals interviewed, were of
little or no interest to the executives. These
included the potential for greater diversity to
increase innovation or create a workplace
culture of mutual respect.

These findings would suggest that executives
are most interested in the potential of diversity
to support core objectives directly. The further
the ‘business case’ argument for diversity is
removed from these core objectives, the less
interesting or motivating it becomes for the
executives. It may well be that a diversity
programme can help create a culture of
respect in an organisation and that this may
promote retention, particularly of minorities.
However, our research suggests that an
executive might be less inclined to support or
invest in a diversity programme for this reason
because of the indirectness of the link, in their
minds, between culture change, retention and
the organisation’s core goals.
Our research therefore indicates a potential
mismatch between the arguments being used
by some diversity professionals to engage
their executive leaders and the arguments of
most interest to them. Whilst the business
case literature and data on offer to diversity
professionals is useful, what appears most
important is for them to acquire the capability
to work with their executive leaders to
determine how diversity can directly support
the achievement of core strategic objectives.
Indeed, one compelling core argument may
well be enough. Our research suggests that a
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long theoretical ‘business case’ list may simply
serve to muddy the waters and lose the
executive focus – this is ironic considering how
much resource, time and effort is often invested
by professionals in crafting a faultless’ business
case’ rationale seeking universal appeal.
4.4.2 Disagreement about diversity
strategies
We asked the executives in our study to
identify when diversity had helped to make
a strategic contribution to their organisation.
All of their examples involved attracting
customers or clients, or meeting their needs
and expectations.
In the same vein, most senior diversity
professionals gave examples that directly
supported the achievement of their
organisation’s strategic objectives. Some
referred to the successes they had achieved
in attracting diverse talent that was helping
to facilitate the growth of their organisations.
Others referred to actions that had directly
contributed to building new markets or
expanding existing market share. This
sometimes meant using diversity to help
differentiate a firm from its competitors when
bidding for client work, winning minority
customers back from competitors or directly
appealing to a specific market segment such
as women or ethnic minorities.
One senior diversity adviser described how
their organisation’s diversity strategy had
influenced their approach to customer
research so that data was segmented by
age, sexual orientation, gender, disability and
ethnicity. This led to developing and targeting
specific products at specific market segments
- in this case the British Asian market. As
a result, tailored product development,
advertising and sponsorship decisions were
made accordingly. This organisation is able
to calculate the return on investment of this
ongoing work.

Similarly, another organisation whose
products traditionally appeal to men, is
specifically marketing to women customers.
Five senior diversity professionals identified
as strategic some diversity actions that our
interviews with executives suggested were
less likely to be viewed that way by the
Board - for example, embedding diversity
into functional or division action plans. Two
diversity professionals believed the diversity
strategy itself was a strategic action.
4.4.3 A mismatch of expectations
We found that senior diversity professionals
generally see themselves as influencing
strategy but executives often see their
diversity advisers as subject experts and
operational implementers.
The senior diversity professionals interviewed
saw the key aspects of their role as
designing and directing the organisation’s
diversity strategy and helping to integrate
diversity at a strategic level.
[My role is] “about enabling the business
to meet the organisation’s strategic
goals through people.” (A senior diversity
professional in private financial services)
Despite the diversity professionals’ view of
the purpose of their role and the organisational
knowledge most brought to it, eight of the 16
executives interviewed viewed them as being
diversity experts and implementers rather
than as strategic influencers.
“She is seen (by the Board) as an
implementer. She needs help to present
to and influence the Board. For example,
she wrote a paper and I worked with
her, we discussed it with the diversity
champions in the service lines and
got comments. She presented it to
the Board and I was there to back her
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up and keep people in line – to avoid
wrecking tactics.” (An executive in
private professional services)
The executives tended to see it as their role
to strategically influence their colleagues on
the Board. Unsurprisingly, the executives
tended to see themselves as better
positioned structurally and culturally to
influence their Board level colleagues than
their senior diversity professional.
“I am close to her (senior diversity
professional) and I support her. I see my
role as helping to engage the SMT and
drive things through at the strategic level.”
(An executive in public service delivery)
“I can facilitate a conversation within the
culture they are comfortable with. This
is key to my influence ... I am sufficiently
part of what they are to raise the subject
in a way that draws attention ... You
cannot try to change the group from
the outside.” (An executive in private
professional services)
Several of the diversity professionals were
fully aware that they were regarded as
subject experts rather than strategic thinkers:
“They want me to own diversity. They are
happy to be advocates, but not be too
involved.” (A senior diversity professional
in private financial services)
“I am seen as the expert ... They (the
Board) want clear leadership around
diversity and inclusion. They want me
to make it happen with them nodding.’
(A senior diversity professional in private
professional services)
4.4.4 Diversity professionals feel a lack
of Board commitment
Executive perception of the senior diversity

professional as an implementer rather than
a strategic influencer may partly account
for the lack of Boardroom access that
several interviewees described. Diversity
professionals also spoke about a general
lack of interest in diversity or senior-level
commitment to it. This was seen as a
major barrier to making a strategic impact
with diversity. Eleven senior diversity
professionals described these difficulties.
“It’s a lonely job because it all comes
from me – there is not a lot of support.
The Board see me as helping them
avoid risk. They don’t see the business
benefits or opportunities. It’s about
ensuring managers do what is needed
on tick boxes and avoid tribunal claims.
They look to me to tell them what they
should do. The CEO is the main barrier.”
(A senior diversity professional in private
service delivery)
“I do have access – I have regular
meetings with the CEO ... But the
problem is their lack of understanding and
engagement. The CEO doesn’t totally get
diversity ... I have a good supporter on
the Board. But they’re not action oriented
– they are too busy and really aren’t there
enough for me. It’s difficult to leverage the
practical support. Others on the Board
don’t get diversity – the Finance Director
always tries to undermine me. They don’t
accept the business case for it and it’s
difficult to identify diversity specific proof.”
(A senior diversity professional in private
service delivery)
Commitment can continue to be a
problematic issue even when the senior
diversity professional has a single nominated
Board ‘champion’– even if it is the CEO.
If the Board as a whole are not ‘diversity
leaders’, diversity can become viewed as the
pet subject of the ‘champion’ rather than a
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core Board issue. One diversity professional
explained that:
“My work isn’t taken seriously by the
Board outside the CEO.” (A senior diversity
professional in private financial services)
When Board-wide engagement does exist,
the senior diversity professionals describe how
they can simply get on with their diversity
objectives. In the 13 organisations with Boardwide engagement, diversity professionals
sometimes refer to the Board for approval,
although in several of the organisations
involved, this was not necessary.
These diversity professionals were also able
to go to their Boards for support, help or
advice with issues of change or challenges
they faced. For these professionals, the
Board were proactive as facilitators of
organisational change. These organisations
trusted in the knowledge and abilities of their
senior diversity professional to identify the
actions and changes required, supporting
and helping to facilitate these.
“We have autonomy to do what we
want – when we need Board approval
it is rare for us not to get the mandate.
We use the Board tactically to get the
right outcomes and reinforce our role.”
(A senior diversity professional in
private financial services)
The senior diversity professionals we
interviewed placed huge importance on the
need for confident, self-sufficient, articulate
executive leaders who can deliver on their
commitment to diversity with impact at the
strategic level and act as a useful instrument
of influence and change. Whilst 22 of the
senior diversity advisers described at least
one executive on their Board as having
achieved this, others privately despaired that
their senior executives could ever fit the bill.

4.2 Confusion about the role of diversity
professionals
While senior diversity advisers were clear
their role included positioning diversity
strategically within their organisation, all but
one of them identified structural barriers to
achieving this. These barriers included not
having enough resources, being positioned in
HR, and a lack of clarity on how their
performance is measured.
4.5.1 A lack of resources
Six senior diversity professionals reportedly
lacked the staff support and funds to
secure their objectives. Consequently, they
described how they tended to get bogged
down in tactical and implementation work and
lacked the time to work on making a strategic
impact with diversity. This occurred in the
private, public, and not-for-profit sectors.
“This is a massive challenge. A culture
change programme for £200k is not
ideal.” (A senior diversity professional in
private financial services)
“There are projects I would like to do, but
there are just no funds.” (A senior diversity
professional in not-for-profit service delivery)
As some senior diversity professionals
describe their role it can appear to be an
impossible task. Some are trying to bring
about change in organisations with
thousands of employees either alone or with
a small team and sometimes without full
Board level support or sufficient funds.
4.5.2 A lack of clear performance
measures
We asked each senior diversity professional
how their performance was assessed and
we asked each executive how they assessed
the performance of their senior diversity
professional. A wide range of responses
arose from both groups.
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The most common response from the
majority of diversity professionals was that
they wrote their own objectives. For eight
professionals, these were output-oriented
and focused on operational issues. For
example, whether they had introduced an
identity monitoring system or whether
training had been delivered. These outputoriented measures appear reasonable and
related to actions that are within the control
of the diversity professional to achieve.
However, fourteen professionals were
assessed on the extent to which
improvements in diversity had been achieved.
For example, statistics such as promotion
by gender and ethnicity, retention rates and
maternity return rates were used to judge the
diversity professional’s performance. In
addition, the performance of the organisation
in external diversity benchmarks, the diversity
demographics of an organisation and opinion
survey results on diversity were used to judge
their performance.
Holding a single individual responsible for the
proportion of women or other minorities who
have achieved promotion across a whole
organisation must raise some serious concerns.
These kinds of measures should be built in to
individual managers’ performance objectives
across an organisation, just as is already
done in nine of the diversity professionals’
organisations that we interviewed.
Three of the senior diversity professionals
explained that they were unclear how their
performance was assessed. They relied on
feedback from their line manager.
“It’s not clear how my performance on
diversity is judged ... I only get feedback
generally through my performance
development review.” (A senior diversity
professional in private financial services)

“It’s (judging my performance) difficult.
I get positive feedback ... but it’s
not related to targets ... I’m not held
accountable for them.” (Senior diversity
professional in public service delivery)
Overall it is clear that organisations are
generally experiencing some difficulty in
identifying the right mechanisms to assess
the performance of their senior diversity
professional. This could imply a lack of clarity
about what organisations are seeking to
achieve from the senior diversity role.
4.5.3 A lack of strategic positioning
Twenty-five of the senior diversity professionals
interviewed were positioned within the HR
function. Three were positioned in the
CEO’s office; two were part of corporate affairs
and four reported directly to their Boards.
Seven of the twenty-five diversity professionals
positioned in HR viewed this as a significant
structural barrier to them achieving a strategic
impact with diversity. This was largely due
to the limited strategic impact of the HR
function in their organisation as well as the
tendency, when positioned in HR, for diversity
to become viewed as an HR issue rather
than an issue for the whole organisation.
“It’s pretty clear that diversity in HR
has not changed the organisation.
The strategic impact of HR is limited.”
(A senior diversity professional in private
professional services)
“There is the perpetual challenge to get
it out of the HR mindset.” (A senior
diversity professional in private
professional services)
“A move out of HR would give diversity
more credibility.” (A senior diversity
professional in private financial services)
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“From a colleague perspective it’s
(being positioned in HR) OK. But from a
marketing perspective it doesn’t work as
they don’t listen to HR. Ideally it should
sit in the CEO’s office because of the
span across the whole business.’ (A
senior diversity professional in public
service delivery)
“It doesn’t work well because part of
my role is to challenge HR and it can
be a challenge to be seen as critical
of your own team.” (A senior diversity
professional in public service delivery)
Those senior diversity professionals who
were positioned independently felt that this
was an important factor in enabling them to
achieve diversity objectives and in working to
make a strategic impact with diversity. They
felt that HR owned an important part of
delivering the diversity agenda – but only one
part. The contributions of all other functions
were described as equally important. By
being positioned in the CEO’s office or the
Corporate Affairs department, these senior
diversity professionals felt they could achieve
greater influence and impact across the
whole organisation than if they were part of
the HR function.
“Corporate Affairs is concerned with
strategic issues and diversity is a
strategic issue – it works well.” (A senior
diversity professional in public service
delivery)
“I’m part of the CEO office and I directly
report to the CEO. It’s been essential
and has made a huge impact ... I’m
the only non-Director attending all
Board meetings.” (A senior diversity
professional in public service delivery)

4.6 What do we need from our senior
diversity professionals and executives?
We have concluded that it is important for
organisations to achieve an early positive
strategic impact with diversity to achieve longer
term diversity goals. It therefore appears critical
to ensure that senior diversity professionals
have an appropriate mix of characteristics as
well as diversity knowledge, including:
• industry/commercial knowledge;
• influencing skills;
• ability to work in a positive partnership with
their Board level executives.
Currently, it appears that not all senior diversity
professionals may have - or know they lack
- an appropriate range of characteristics that
will help them achieve a strategic impact with
diversity. It also appears that whilst there is a
degree of encouragement and support for
developing Board level diversity champions,
less clarity or support exists for developing
‘executive diversity leaders’ as we define them
here. UK organisations might choose to follow
the US route and appoint a Board level
Diversity Director who has both the diversity
expertise and the necessary strategic
knowledge and skills. However, the approach
of organisations in our study would suggest
that a more common choice in the UK is to
derive these skills collectively, through the
senior diversity professional and the executive
working together in partnership. Yet, we have
also identified a number of areas that suggest
a problematic relationship between executives
and their senior diversity advisers which may be
detracting from their potential joint effectiveness.
There appears an urgent need to clarify the
roles and responsibilities as well as the
associated skills and characteristics required by
both senior diversity professionals and Board
level executives in achieving diversity objectives
and a strategic contribution from diversity.
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5. Conclusions
This report has been commissioned by the
Diversity Professionals’ Forum with the aim of
producing results that are of practical use in
improving diversity in organisations in the UK
and enabling them to build on the strategic
opportunities that greater diversity offers. It
has, for the first time we believe, critically
examined the roles and characteristics of
senior diversity professionals and their
executive leaders, and looked at the
relationship between them. It has focused on
how the effectiveness of diversity in
contributing to the strategic agenda is
influenced by these stakeholders as well as
the wider organisational context in which
they operate.
These findings provide an important insight
into why diversity objectives may fail to be
reached in some organisations in the UK but
are attained in others. They also suggest why
some organisations may fail to realise the
strategic potential that diversity offers whilst
others profit from it.
There are organisations in our study whose
executives have seen the strategic potential
of diversity. These organisations – spanning
the private, public and not-for-profit sectors
– are distinct from the others in the level of
Board-wide leadership they display. They can
refer to numerous examples where diversity
has directly contributed to the achievement
of their strategic objectives.
However, some of these organisations are not
new to diversity. In some cases they have been
working on this issue for over twenty years.
We are convinced that the UK approach to
achieving diversity needs to be reframed to
ensure that organisations do not have to wait
20 years before beginning to realise their
diversity objectives and build on diversity to
support their strategic objectives. Not only

would this be a clear waste of diverse human
potential but our research suggests that such
a long-term horizon can itself undermine the
achievement of diversity objectives.
It is commonly held to be good practice to
gain top management commitment in order to
achieve diversity objectives. Our research
gives detailed evidence as to why this is
critical. Business and organisational executive
leaders hold the keys to unlocking the
resources, wider organisational commitment
and changes needed to achieve greater
diversity. Yet our research has shown that
executive leaders unsurprisingly make
decisions about resources and organisational
change that they believe will help achieve core
strategic objectives. That is, our findings
strongly suggest that neither legal nor ethical
imperative alone is likely to be a strong
enough pressure for executives to lead the
changes required to achieve diversity.
Our study suggests that, in order to engage
the commitment of executive leaders to the
diversity agenda, they must be convinced of
the opportunities diversity offers in achieving
core strategic objectives. Moreover, these
opportunities need to be clearly demonstrated
in practice – even if on a small scale – early on
in the diversity journey to maintain executive
commitment. Worryingly, our study suggests
that both the management approach to
achieving diversity and the characteristics
of some senior diversity professionals may
militate against achieving this in practice.
We found evidence in several organisations’
diversity strategies to suggest that typically
little or no strategic contribution is sought from
diversity in the first three years of a diversity
programme. There appears a general
consensus amongst these organisations that
they must achieve greater diversity before they
can start to build on the potential strategic
opportunities it offers.
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Our research suggests that such a linear,
long-term model runs the danger of losing
executive goodwill, commitment and
investment. Moreover, without a clear
demonstration of the value of diversity, in
times of organisational change and economic
pressure it becomes an easy target for cuts.
These findings point to the need to move
away from relying on a one-off, formulaic and
theoretical ‘business case’ argument for
diversity when engaging executive leaders’
commitment. They also highlight the need for
senior diversity professionals to work together
with their executive leaders to determine how
the organisation can benefit strategically from
diversity in the short and longer term. We
conclude that the business case for diversity
is fluid and ever-changing. Establishing the
business case or business opportunities that
diversity offers should therefore not be a
one-off motivational exercise but rather an
ongoing iterative process of review, impact
measurement and renewal of future goals.

perspective. Conversely, the nine senior
diversity professionals positioned outside HR –
in the corporate affairs department or in the
CEO’s office – described how this helped
achieve diversity objectives and make a
strategic impact with diversity.
The extent to which being positioned within
HR represents a barrier to achieving diversity
objectives and making a strategic impact
needs to be tested out more widely. Trevor
Phillips, Chair of the new Equality and Human
Rights Commission has already called for
diversity to be positioned outside the HR
function to ensure its impact can cut across
employee, product and service delivery areas
– a move resisted by The Chartered Institute
of Personnel and Development.

Our findings also highlight the need to move
towards a more action-focused approach
that concentrates on achieving a positive
strategic impact with diversity that can be
clearly demonstrated early on in an
organisation’s diversity programme.

However, these changes in management
approach and structure alone are unlikely to
achieve the diversity objectives that many
organisations seek. Our study has highlighted
the need to ensure that senior diversity
professionals have the characteristics that
enable them to position diversity strategically
and work in partnership with their executive
leaders. It also points to the need for
organisations to develop Board-level
executives who are future ‘diversity leaders’ as
well as current ‘diversity champions’.

Twenty five of the 34 senior diversity
professionals we interviewed were positioned
in the human resources function of their
organisations. Just over a quarter them – seven
people – believed this was a barrier to them
achieving their diversity objectives and making
a strategic impact with diversity. For some, this
was due to the limited strategic power of HR in
their organisation. But even when the HR
Director was a Board member, professionals
still referred to this positioning as unhelpful. For
others it was linked to their need to work with
each organisational function, including HR,
from a diversity rather than from a HR-only

Our study has not undertaken a comprehensive
analysis of the characteristics senior diversity
professionals bring to their role – we have simply
begun to explore this issue. Our initial exploration
has shown that less than half the senior diversity
professionals we spoke to refer to industry,
commercial or business knowledge and
understanding as a characteristic that they
feel is important or that they use in their role.
Conversely, the majority of the executives
we spoke to referred to this characteristic as
critical in enabling senior diversity professionals
to make a strategic impact with diversity in
their organisations.
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Our findings therefore indicate that there might
be a mismatch between the characteristics of
some senior diversity professionals and their
ability to make a strategic impact with diversity
in practice. This highlights the importance of
carefully considering the development needs
of senior diversity professionals and how
these can be met. In the current environment
where there is no accepted professional
standard, career structure, development or
qualification programme available for diversity
practitioners, this remains an on going
challenge, especially as some professionals
we interviewed did not see themselves as
needing development.
Similarly, we find executive-level ‘diversity
champions’ play a critical role as ambassadors
and facilitators for achieving diversity goals.
They may focus on individual equality strands or
on diversity more broadly. However, this model is
severely lacking in its ability to draw a strategic
contribution from diversity for an organisation.
Indeed, we found evidence to suggest that
‘diversity champions’ can themselves become
marginalised in the Boardroom.
We call for a new model of executive – the
‘diversity leader’ – who is committed to
diversity at a strategic level across the
Boardroom. This model engages executives
as proactive agents of the organisational
changes required to achieve the strategic
benefits of diversity.
Unless executive leaders become more
active ‘executive diversity leaders’ who
consider diversity as a core strategic issue
and apply to it the commitment, resources,
measures and accountability structures that
they would afford to any other business
issue, we conclude that its potential for
strategic contribution is severely limited.
Treating diversity as one would treat any other
business issue is crucial. The potential strategic

contribution of diversity often motivates initial
investment in a diversity programme and the
appointment of a senior diversity professional
to direct it. However, there is often a failure to
follow this through. For example, it is often
unclear how the performance of the senior
diversity professional should be measured –
let alone the progress of the organisation itself
towards achieving its diversity objectives.
Diversity professionals are sometimes set a
huge agenda without the resources to manage
it effectively. Frequently there are little or no
qualitative or quantitative measures applied to
tracking the progress of programmes or their
strategic contributions. Also, there is often little
shared accountability for the performance and
strategic contribution of diversity at Board level.
Our study suggests, however, that positive
gains are made when diversity is treated as
a core business issue, when executives
become active ‘diversity leaders’ and work
effectively in partnership with their senior
diversity professional. Indeed, our small
sample included examples of how diversity
is making a strategic contribution in practice.
In many cases – although not all – these
contributions were quantified in financial terms.
Measuring the strategic contribution of
diversity is a challenge that comes up again
and again throughout our study. Indeed,
wider criticisms of the business case for
diversity have been directed at the lack of
hard measures that have been used to
establish the actual strategic contribution of
diversity in practice. The literature points to the
lack of action taken by organisations to achieve
this as well as the lack of tools or models
available to them. By placing the strategic
contribution of diversity in a pivotal role for
achieving longer-term diversity improvements,
our study has placed the need for organisations
to establish clear measures that can
demonstrate the strategic contribution
of diversity high up on the agenda.
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6. Recommendations
In crafting a set of recommendations from
this study, we are mindful of the need to
provide ouputs of practical use as well
as stimulating dialogue and debate in moving
the diversity agenda forward.
At the same time, we are acutely aware that
each organisation – even within a single
sector – is different from another. Their
diversity priorities and strategic objectives are
different, as are their organisational cultures.
Therefore, producing a single template or
recipe for achieving a strategic impact with
diversity would be too simplistic. Instead, we
offer a framework of recommendations from
which we urge readers to draw in improving
their own professional practice, leadership or
policy approach.
1. Ensure immediate strategic benefits
Organisations should reframe their diversity
management model so that they get
measurable strategic benefits from the outset.
2. Measure strategic success
Protocols for quantifying the strategic
contribution of diversity need to be
established.
3. Develop diversity professionals’
strategic capability
More targeted work is needed to enable
senior diversity professionals to identify
and develop the appropriate range of
characteristics to effectively direct the
long-term achievement of diversity goals
and its short-term strategic contribution
to their organisation’s success.
4. Grow more ‘executive diversity
leaders’
Professional bodies and leadership
development providers should address
how executives can develop as effective
diversity leaders. As a routine component
of effective leadership at all levels this
should run through their programmes and
qualifications structures.

5. Work together in closer partnership
Senior diversity professionals and their
executive leaders should develop a more
mutual and positively reinforcing working
relationship.
Recommendation 1: Ensure immediate
strategic benefits
We recommend that organisations move
away from making a theoretical one-off
‘business case’ for diversity to help motivate
commitment and move towards establishing
a concrete set of strategic opportunities.
These should be identified from the outset in
close partnership between the senior
diversity professional and their Board-level
executive leaders. A measurable set of short,
medium and long-term strategic
opportunities should be established. For
example, diversity might be used to help
identify previously unrecognised markets.
Segmenting market research and product/
service development by ‘identity groups’
might provide an organisation with the
information and opportunities it requires to
achieve growth and competitive advantage.
Clear accountability and responsibility for
achieving the strategic gains should be
allocated across the Board.
Recommendation 2: Measure strategic
success
It is imperative that every organisation
engaged in a diversity programme
establishes a clear set of measures from the
outset. These should quantify both the
progress being made towards diversity goals
and the contribution diversity makes to
achieving core strategic objectives.
It is important that the diversity measures
focus on the impact of the actions taken
rather than the completion of the actions
themselves. For example, we recommend
that an organisation should be less interested
in whether recruitment and selection diversity
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training has been undertaken and more
interested in the diversity of candidates
appointed as a result.
Guidance already exists on the measures that
can be used to assess the impact of diversity
actions in achieving race, gender, age, sexual
orientation and disability objectives.38
However, we have found little guidance
available on how to measure the strategic
contribution of diversity. Whilst these
measures may be specific to an individual
organisation, overall this is an area that
requires further research and development.
Recommendation 3: Develop diversity
professionals’ strategic capability
Our research has indicated that not all senior
diversity professionals may possess the most
effective range of characteristics to achieve a
strategic impact with diversity and work
positively in partnership with their executives.
Further work is needed to establish a clear
set of characteristics that enable senior
diversity professionals to effectively achieve
their organisation’s diversity objectives and
profit strategically from diversity. It is also
important to consider where senior diversity
professionals and those aspiring to this role
can turn to develop these characteristics, if
they are lacking.
Recommendation 4: Grow more
‘executive diversity leaders’
Our research has identified the role of
executives as critical in achieving strategic
opportunity from diversity and long-term
diversity objectives. However, it has highlighted
that the traditional ‘executive diversity
champion’ model may lack some essential
attributes to ensure that an organisation can
profit from the strategic opportunities diversity
offers. This research calls for more ‘executive
diversity leaders’ to be developed across the
boardroom in organisations in the UK.

We recommend that organisations invest in
developing future ‘executive diversity leaders’.
We also recommend that management and
executive professional organisations and
education providers consider how these
characteristics are built into their programme
and qualifications structures.
Recommendation 5: Work together in
closer partnership
Our study concludes that an essential
element in achieving short-term and longterm strategic gains from diversity and longterm diversity objectives is a close working
partnership between the senior diversity
professional and their executive leaders.
Within this partnership, an overall combination
of diversity expertise, commercial or industry
acumen and experience in strategic change is
required. How this combination is achieved
overall is likely to vary from one organisation to
another. In the US, some organisations choose
to include the diversity professional at the
boardroom table - the Chief Diversity Officer
appointment. Others will prefer the integrated
partnership approach. Whatever structure is
adopted, the table below summarises the
optimal combination of knowledge and
experience that this study’s results indicate will
make a strategic impact with diversity.
In a partnership model, the framework in
Table 2 (opposite) can help the partners
focus from the outset on four areas to
establish strategic goals, responsibilities,
accountabilities and measures. In short,
a clearly defined partnership agreement.
6.1 Moving forward
The results of this study and our
recommendations have important
implications for a range of stakeholders
concerned with achieving equality and
diversity in the workplace across the UK.
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FIGURE 1: Characteristics required to achieve a strategic impact with diversity
STRONG
Less Effective
Optimal
Diversity Strategic Impact
Diversity Strategic Impact

Weak diversity expertise
+
Strong commercial knowledge
=
Reduced impact
DIVERSITY
EXPERTISE
Least Effective
Diversity Strategic Impact

Less Effective
Diversity Strategic Impact

Weak diversity expertise
+
Weak commercial knowledge
=
Least impact

Strong diversity expertise
+
weak commercial knowledge
=
reduced impact

Combined diversity
+
Commercial strengths
=
Greatest impact
STRONG

COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

TABLE 2: A framework for partnership
Establishing strategic opportunities and measures
• What are the current strategic opportunities that diversity could contribute to achieving?
• What are the longer-term strategic opportunities we seek from diversity?
• What are the key performance indicators we will use to assess the performance of
diversity in contributing to achieving our strategic objectives?
Responsibilities for action
• What actions will each executive take to ensure this organisation achieves a strategic
impact with diversity?
• What actions will the senior diversity professional take to ensure this organisation
achieves a strategic impact with diversity?
Accountabilities for action
• How will the performance of the senior diversity professional in achieving their strategic
diversity responsibilities be measured?
• How will the performance of each executive in achieving their strategic diversity
responsibilities be measured?
• How will each partner be held accountable for fulfilling their role in achieving a strategic
impact with diversity?
Joint working agreement
• What do the executives need from their senior diversity adviser to fulfil their role in
achieving a strategic impact with diversity?
• What does the senior diversity professional need from their executives to fulfil their role
in achieving a strategic impact with diversity?
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Most obviously our conclusions and
recommendations are critical for senior
diversity professionals to consider in reviewing
their own approaches to achieving diversity
and their own professional development
needs. Equally, we urge executive leaders to
reflect on our findings carefully in light of their
personal and organisational approach to
diversity. We encourage them to discuss with
their diversity professionals the scope for
reframing the diversity approach.
We urge professional organisations, as
well as those involved with learning and
development, to consider how well their
programmes currently help executives
and diversity professionals acquire the
characteristics needed in order to deliver
the strategic opportunities offered by
diversity. Notably, we ask the Institute of
Directors, the Institute of Management and
the Chartered Institute for Personnel and
Development to consider this.
Other agencies are assessing the potential
value of forming a professional diversity
organisation, as well as defining what its
functions could be. It is important that these
research findings are considered closely as
part of that wider work.
Our results should also be taken on board by
the executive search industry, executives and

HR professionals involved in making senior
diversity appointments. We hope that the
characteristics we have identified are useful
for making better informed appointment
decisions that will achieve a stronger match
between organisations and the sort of
diversity professionals they need, given their
state of maturity around the diversity agenda.
The role and importance of the executive
leader in achieving diversity should also be
carefully considered by the Equality and
Human Rights Commission, at government
level and by other equality and diversity
policy makers and opinion-formers.
Our research has analysed the way diversity
policy aspirations are – or are not – translated
into practice within organisations. We urge
policy makers, campaign organisations and
other equality and diversity organisations to
become more closely engaged with those
who are involved in delivering policy goals.
This will mean they will better understand the
issues and challenges we have highlighted
and can consider the implications they hold
for the role and function of their organisations
as well as the design and content of policy.
Finally, we urge other researchers to pick
up on the themes this study has developed,
particularly in testing out our findings on a
larger population.
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Appendices
Appendix 1:
The Diversity Professionals’ Forum

Appendix 2:
Methodology

The Diversity Professionals’ Forum was
formed in 2006 by Melanie Allison and
Dr. Gillian Shapiro. It is a voluntary network
of senior diversity professionals who have
come together with a shared goal to:

This research has been commissioned and
sponsored by a group of senior diversity
professionals – forming the Diversity
Professionals’ Forum. We have taken a
qualitative approach to the research involving
interviews with 34 senior diversity
professionals and 16 Board level executives
as well as a review of relevant literature.

• improve the impact of equality, diversity
and inclusion activity;
• inform consistent high standards of
diversity professional practice;
• position diversity at a strategic level in
organisations.

Rationale for the qualitative research
approach
The scope and objectives of the research
emerged from the results of discussions
held by the Diversity Professionals’ Forum
members. The origins of the study are,
therefore, deeply rooted in the issues that
real senior diversity practitioners face. They
commissioned the research as they were
looking for results that could practically
inform their own diversity practice.
The members of the Diversity Professionals’
Forum have continued to be involved
throughout the research process. As
researchers, we sought their views when
constructing the interview questions and
during early analysis of the results. The senior
diversity professional’s contribution has
brought a methodological advantage to this
study. It has supported the decoding and
understanding of the data drawn from the
interviews and ensured it is of meaning to
the people involved and that the research is
seeking to inform.
Historically, this qualitative approach to
research has been supported by anti-positivist
methodologists who view the world as being
‘essentially relativistic’ and believe that the
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social world can “only be understood from
the point of view of individuals who are directly
involved in the activities which are to be
studied.”39 Qualitative methods commit us to
seeing the world from the point of view of
the actor. This method recommends close
involvement and development of a contextual
understanding – and the Forum members
have been critical in achieving this.40
There were also very practical and technical
issues to consider in constructing the
methodology for this research. Firstly, the
research focuses on issues that have not yet
been widely explored in other studies. That is,
the role, responsibilities, characteristics and
relationships of senior diversity professionals
and their Board-level executives in making a
strategic impact with diversity. As such, we
rejected a quantitative survey approach as
the key issues that could be tested in this
way had not yet been identified. To identify
them, we needed an approach that facilitated
the collection of data that would allow us to
understand and contextualise the key issues.
The semi-structured interview approach
allowed us to collect data that was
characterised by both its richness and depth.
Secondly, the available budget for this study
limited the number of interviews we were
able to conduct and meant that we were
unable to further explore the reliability of the
results in a wider quantitative survey. However,
this is something that could be considered
undertaking in subsequent research.
The research sample
We were limited by budget constraints to
conducting a maximum of 50 one to one
interviews. We aimed to conduct around one
third of these with Board level executives and
the rest with senior diversity professionals
employed by organisations. We did not include
diversity consultants in this study as they would
have a different relationship – working as an

external adviser rather than an internal
employee – both with the executives and in
achieving a strategic impact with diversity.
Interviewees volunteered to participate in the
research. We invited participation by
publicising the study through a website and
articles featured in diversity forums and
campaign publications.41 42 Word-of-mouth
also encouraged participation. As senior
diversity professionals spoke to each other
about the study, more of them came forward.
The senior diversity advisers were also able,
in some cases, to engage their executive in
the interview process once they had
participated in the study.
We asked each diversity practitioner a set of
qualifying questions to ensure they met our
criteria of a senior diversity professional.
These were:
1. Do you hold a senior position responsible
for development, direction and budget
management of your organisation’s high-level
approach to diversity and equality goals?
2. Do you have direct access to your senior
decision-making body (Board level
equivalent), with an influencing role on
diversity and inclusion issues?
3. Do you aim to make a strategic impact with
equality and diversity in your organisation?
Due to the budget constraints of the study
our interview participants cannot be regarded
as representative of the Board level executive
population or of the senior diversity professional
population in the UK. Having said this, there
is currently no definitive guide to the number
of senior diversity professionals working in
the UK. Recent research conducted by the
Learning and Skills Council sent a survey
to 1500 people they had identified as
equality and diversity practitioners. However,
this number included consultants and
practitioners working at all levels – not just
the senior levels of diversity.43
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TABLE 3: Organisations by sector participating in the study
Private financial services
Private professional services
Private service delivery
Public service delivery
Public education
Not-for-profit service provider

Senior diversity professionals interview
questions
1. Please describe the main responsibilities
of your current post.
• How does this compare to the post
when you originally joined / the original
job description?
• How much of your role is strategic?
(inward and/or outward looking?)
• Who are your clients inside and outside
the organisation?
2. Can you take me through a summary of
your past career that has brought you to
this post?
• Why did you decide to move into
diversity as a specialism?
3. What was your organisation looking to
achieve from your appointment?
• How has the reality of your current
position matched up with what you
thought it would be?
4. What are the key attributes and personal
qualities that you believe are essential in a
successful senior level diversity adviser?
5. What are the key skills, knowledge and
experiences from your previous jobs that
you find particularly helpful in your current
post?
6. How is diversity defined and understood
in your organisation?
• How far is this in line with your

9
8
5
7
2
3

own personally held definition and
understanding of diversity – and how
does it differ?
6. Why is diversity important to your
organisation? – What value does it offer?
7. Do you have a diversity strategy? (Can we
see a copy?) How many of the diversity
strands does it cover and what is your
rationale for this?
8. Where is diversity positioned in your
organisation? (e.g. HR, CSR) Why is it
positioned here? How well does this
positioning work for you in terms of
achieving a strategic impact with diversity?
• If you would you prefer it to be
positioned elsewhere – why?
9. What markers (or what evidence) for you,
would constitute making a strategic impact
with diversity in your organisation? –
please give some examples.
10. (Taking one of these strategic impact
examples) Has there been a time when
you believe you have achieved a strategic
impact/added value to the organisation
with diversity?
• Can you describe what the impact was
and why it was strategic
• What did you do to make this happen?
• What did others do to make this
happen?
• What were the key challenges you faced
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on the way (anything you did, others
did, events)?
• What did you do to overcome the
challenges?
• What did others do that helped to
overcome the challenges?
• Was it recognised as strategic at Board
and CEO level?
11. What, if anything, do you believe stops
you making the strategic impact with
diversity you aim for in this organisation?
12. What are your top three aims for making
a strategic impact with diversity in your
organisation (going forward)?
13. Can you imagine/envisage how an
organisational change would threaten
or revalue your company’s engagement
on diversity? Please explain the reasons
for this view.
14. On a scale of 1 to 6, how embedded
would you describe diversity is within
this organisation? (With 1 being diversity
running in parallel to achieving core
organisational objectives and 6 being
completely embedded in the process of
achieving core organisational objectives.)
Please explain your reasons for giving
this score.
• How would you recognise when you
have reached the ‘end of the line’ on
diversity (or your diversity vision for this
organisation)? (In other words, what
would scoring 6 look like?)
• Do you use any measurement tools to
help you track this progress? – which
and how useful are they?
15. Do you think that there is a life cycle
to the strategic engagement of diversity
where diversity becomes business as usual
and doesn’t require a strategic focus?

16. What level of autonomy in decisionmaking do you have? Is there someone
who has to endorse or approve your
recommendations?
• Are recommendations generally
accepted from you internally or are
they better received from a consultant
or someone else from outside? – why
is this?
17. What do you think your CEO and Board
are looking for from you in terms of how
you work with them and your role?
18. How do you think you are perceived at
Board level? What, if any direct feedback
do you get on that and from whom?
19. Do you feel that you have sufficient
access to the CEO/Board to get the
high-level buy in for your work that you
need to be effective?
• How often do you gain direct access
to the CEO and/or Board to formally
update/engage/influence them in
your work?
• What informal opportunities for this type
of influence do you have?
20. Who have you formed relationships
with in / outside the organisation to help
you achieve your diversity goals and why
have you chosen these individuals and
not others?
21. What support do you need within the
organisation that would help you to be
more effective?
22. How is your success judged by your
organisation?
• Is this in line with how you judge your
own success? – if not, please explain
• What, if any direct influence do you have
over how your success is judged?
• How do the organisation’s diversity
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related metrics and targets relate to how
your success is judged?
23. In your current post what organisations
/ people / mechanisms do you use
to support your own personal and
professional development?
• Internally ? For example, mentors,
development programmes, etc
• Externally? For example, organisations,
training programmes, networks
• Which have you found most/least useful
and why?
24. What do you believe remain your key
personal / professional development
needs?
• Do you have a clear idea of where you
can go to meet these?
25. How do you see your post/role
developing over the next three years?
(is this in line with what you and/or the
organisation originally envisaged?)
26. What are your career aspirations from
this post looking ahead in the next 2-5
years?
27. What single thing would you introduce,
change or remove that would significantly
improve your ability to achieve the strategic
impact with diversity that is your ambition?
Executive interview questions
1. Making a strategic impact generally
• What do you consider are the qualities of
the person needed to make a strategic
impact in an organisation (not specifically
with diversity)?
• What previous experience do you find
prepares people for successfully making
a strategic impact?
• What do you think is the most effective
way to present the case for a strategic
intervention? For example, resourcing,

business case, bottom line benefit etc.
• How can this be applied to diversity?
2. Diversity in this organisation
• What does equality and diversity mean for:
• You?
• This organisation?
• Why is equality and diversity an important
issue for your organisation?
• How does it add value?
• How would you balance the value of
employee engagement vs customer/
client/external engagement on diversity –
in percentage terms – why is this?
• What value does diversity add to your
external profile?
• If your organisation were not engaged
with diversity – what would be the loss
to your business/organisation?
• Where is diversity positioned in your
organisation (e.g. in HR, with CSR etc).
Why is it positioned here and do you
believe this position is right for achieving
the organisation’s diversity objectives?
• What role do you (and your Board) play
in leading diversity?
• On a scale of 1-6 how embedded would
you describe diversity is within this
organisation – with 1 meaning diversity
is running in parallel to achieving core
organisational objectives and 6 with it being
completely embedded in the process of
achieving core organisational strategy?
What are your reasons for this score?
3. Diversity and strategy
• Has there been a time when you believe
diversity has achieved a strategic impact
/ added value to the organisation with
diversity?
• Can you describe what the impact was
and why it was strategic?
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• What did you do to make this happen?
• What did you influence others to do?
• What were the key challenges faced on
the way (anything you did, others did,
events)?
• What did you do to overcome the
challenges?

• How does your senior diversity
professional usually engage informally with
• You and
• The Board?

• Looking to the future, what would be
your top three aims for making a strategic
impact with diversity in your organisation?

• Do you consider that your senior diversity
professional has sufficient support, interest
and engagement from (a) you personally
and (b) from the Board?
• How do you judge the success of your
senior diversity professional? (and do
you and the Board contribute to their
performance appraisal, remuneration or
objective setting?)

• Do you feel there are any potential risks
in progressing equality and diversity and
positioning it strategically?
4. Working with your senior diversity
professional
• Has the role of your senior diversity
professional changed since the
appointment and first job description was
made? If so – how and why do you think
this has happened?
• How important do you believe it is for
your senior diversity professional to have
worked previously in your industry/sector
to be successful in their diversity role?
Why is this?

• How and why have you become involved
with diversity work?

• How does this compare with how the
success and performance of other areas
of the organisation is judged?
5. And finally…
• If you could change one thing or make
one thing happen to help improve
the contribution of diversity to this
organisation’s performance and success –
what would it be?

• Are you and the Board proactive in taking
formal reviews of diversity progress as part
of your strategic agenda?
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Glossary of Terms

Diversity
This word has changed its meaning in the
last decade and is used with a confusingly
wide range of ill-defined senses. In this
document we use it in two distinct ways.
Here, diversity refers to:
1. Diversity in the workforce
The differences and similarities that exist
amongst an organisation’s workforce,
potential employees, clients and other
stakeholders. It includes – but is not limited
to – the legally-defined groups: disability;
gender, race, age, sexual orientation and
religion and belief. When we talk of
‘improving diversity’ or ‘achieving greater
diversity’ we refer to measures which help
widen the range of these differences and
similarities within an organisation.
2. Diversity policy
An organisation’s ability to meet its legal
obligations in ensuring equal opportunities
for members of each of these groups and
to move beyond this towards best
practice. This can be seen, for example, in
the phrase “reaching our diversity goals”,
which is likely to mean more than simply
improving the diversity of the workforce.
Diversity in this sense – as a shorthand for
‘diversity policy’ – has come to take on
some of the meaning that ‘equal
opportunities’ did a decade ago, especially
when, for example, organisations refer to
their ‘diversity function’ or ‘diversity
champion’.
Best practice requires an organisation to
understand and value the complexity of
diversity – that few individuals are defined by
belonging to a single group and that not all
individuals belonging to a group have the

same needs or aspirations. The best practice
organisation:
• understands how diversity best practice
can support its overall business objectives
and what poor performance on diversity
can cost the organisation;
• positions diversity as a business priority;
• values high performance and outputs;
• encourages all employees to reach their full
potential – regardless of identity; and
• constantly works to overcome stereotypes
and more subtle biases, prejudices and
assumptions.
Equality and equal opportunities
‘Equal opportunities’ and ‘equality’ refer to
practices that ensure everyone in the
workplace has fair and equal chances to
develop to their full potential. These concepts
include the removal of barriers that may lead to
discrimination and disadvantage experienced
by certain groups. They include specific
reference to the identity groups (or equality
‘strands’) covered by current anti-discrimination
legislation in the UK – age, gender, sexual
orientation, race, disability, religion and belief.
Senior diversity professional
For the purpose of this study, we have
defined senior diversity professionals as
individuals who:
• Hold a senior position responsible for
development, direction and budget
management of their organisation’s highlevel approach to diversity and equality goals;
• Have direct access to their senior decisionmaking body (Board level equivalent),
with an influencing role on diversity and
inclusion issues;
• Aim to make a strategic impact with equality
and diversity within their organisation.
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Executive
An individual employed at Board level or
equivalent within an organisation.
Identity Groups
These refer to how an individual identifies
their race, gender, age, sexual orientation,
disability and religion/belief.
Legal Imperative (for diversity)
The legal imperative refers to the need to
adhere to the boundaries and standards

set by current anti-discrimination legislation
affecting organisations in their approaches
to employment and product and service
delivery.
Ethical Imperative (for diversity)
The ethical imperative refers to the argument
that ensuring all individuals receive equal
opportunities in accessing work, in reaching
their potential in the workplace and in
accessing products and services, is simply
the right moral or ethical thing to do, often
linked to individuals’ personal values.
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